
POEM FRAME (Activity 3) 

MATERIALS:  

• 1 Piece of 10 ½”x 13” Cardboard (may be from a recycled box) 

• Glue Stick or Double-sided Tape 

• Liquid Glue 

• 12 Sheets of Newspaper/Magazine Pages/Other Scrap Paper that are at least 8.5”x11” 

• 1 String 24” long for Hanging Frame (may include yarn, ribbon, twine, shoelace, etc.) 

• Masking Tape (for added reinforcement of hanger) 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Step 1: Using your glue stick or double-sided tape, securely mount your poem or RESIST poster 

(see Activity #2) to the center of the 10 ½”x 13” piece of cardboard.  

 

Step 2: Take 1 corner of one of the sheets of magazine/newspaper and roll it into a straw-like 

tube, securing the end of the roll using your glue stick. Repeat this step for all 12 sheets of 

magazine/newspaper. 

 

Step 3: Using liquid glue, attach the tubes in groups of 3 to each other until you have what will 

become the 4 sides of your frame. 

 

Step 4: Using liquid glue, secure the left & right sides of your frame, overlapping the cardboard 

along the outside edges of the centered poem. (You may place the frame sides so that they 

slightly overlap the poem to your desire. You should not see the cardboard underneath.) 

 

Step 5: Using liquid glue, secure the top and bottom sides of the frame to the areas where they 

will overlap the left and right sides. 

 

Step 6: Turn your framed poem over. Test and adjust string length depending on if your poem 

hangs vertically or horizontally. Then, using 2 strips of masking tape, attach 

each end of your string about 1/3 of the way down from the top of your 

frame, one end of the string on each side. For added reinforcement, use a 

dab of liquid glue before securing with tape. Dry before hanging. 

Step 7: Take a snapshot for our online gallery!! Include your 1st Name/City 

or Town/Age and Email: Molly.Wilmoth@wshs.wa.gov Subject line: MLK Day 2021  

Text: 253.343.7004  Tag: @WashingtonHistory #WAMLKDay & #WAHistory 
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